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AMERICA CAN AND SHOULD LEAD IN PURSUE OF DEMOCRATIC ELECTIONS
TO UNIFY COMMUNITIES INTO ONE NATION

PARIS - WASHINGTON DC, 28.09.2015, 07:58 Time

USPA NEWS - All the actual controversies going on related to using Muslim people and Islam faith in order to divert the attention from
real issues, is not new. It reached a pick when Governor Bobby Jindal of Louisiana was critized for promoting the false claim that there
are Muslim 'no-o zones' in...

All the actual controversies going on related to using Muslim people and Islam faith in order to divert the attention from real issues, is
not new. It reached a pick when Governor Bobby Jindal of Louisiana was critized for promoting the false claim that there are Muslim
'no-go zones' in european cities.

The response was quick and CAIR reacted, in January, 26, 2015, by issuing an open letter to potential Republican presidential
candidates 'urging them to reject islamophobia and to reach out to American Muslim voters'. 

Here come two short parts :

'Islamophobic fear mongering during the 2012 campaign did not translate into a nomination for GOP presidential hopefuls Michele
Bachmann, Herman Cain, Newt Gingrich, Tim Pawlenty, Rick Perry, and Rick Santorum. Instead, the eventual Republican
presidential nominee, Mitt Romney, was able to distinguish himself from other GOP primary contenders by reaffirming that people of
all faiths are welcome in this country.'

'As advised by the 'Growth and opportunity Project' report, Republican candidates in 2014 made far greater attemps to court Latino
voters or at least avoid being antagonistic about the issue of immigration. This strategy paid off in a number of key races in Texas,
George, and Kansas where nearly half of Latino voters supported Republican candidates for governor. This was quite an
accomplishment considering Latinos had voted two-to-one for Democratic candidates in the previous mid-term elections.'

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5521/america-can-and-should-lead-in-pursue-of-democratic-elections.html
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